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Abstract 

In this thesis I examine the development and implementation of the DHIS2 Online Academy 

Fundamentals course. The objective is to evaluate the course and answer these research 

questions:  

1) Does the Online Fundamentals course facilitate for the learning of necessary practical and 

theoretical skills for the higher-level on-site courses? 

- To what degree does the online course conform to heuristic standards for eLearning 

or Online Learning? 

- What aspects of the online course are the students satisfied with, and which can be   

improved? 

2) In what way is the implementation of the online course a benefit to the DHIS2 

community? 

The interpretative methodology in this Case Study uses part quantitative and qualitative 

methods, with an emphasis on how the students progressing to the Level 1 Design & 

Customization DHIS2 Academy in Kigali 2017 experienced the system: the DHIS2 Online 

Academy. The quantitative part focuses on student performance and completion of the 

online course, compared with similar massive open online courses. 

 

The Fundamentals course has proven to be an overall success, as the study shows that the 

participants found the online course relevant and useful for high level courses as well as for 

their basic understanding of DHIS2. The feedback from the participants of the survey gave 

the course a 4 and 5 on a Likert scale, meaning they found it “useful” or “very useful”. 

Learners have reported no issues with the interface of the Learning Management System 

that the course has been created in called edX. Quality of tutorial videos and presentations 

in the course have been rated very high. Although these videos are sometimes longer than 

the guidelines presented in eLearning and Online course theory, the participants did not find 

the videos too long. Through user support emails some issues have been detected as 

problematic: Learners have had trouble in receiving their certificates, and not been given 

automated feedback when failing to complete mandatory assignments successfully. Despite 

the numbers of Support Emails asking for the certificate, the success rate of enrolled 

students is comparative to other well-known online courses.  
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 

1.1.1 District Health Information System 2 

Why is DHIS2 important? In most of the major developed countries in the world there exists 

traditions and experience in developing information systems and statistical tools and 

databases for use in the health sectors, as well as a community of practice for collecting 

demographic data long before the advent of ICT (Information and Communication 

Technology) tools. In addition to starting this process early, these countries have the 

privilege of far larger economies, less inequality among the population, and stable political 

systems that allows the continued funding and development of health informatic systems. 

DHIS2 is an attempt to allow developing countries who do not have this privilege the 

opportunity to implement and run a health informatics system that does not require 

expensive license fees, and through improved information; help combat major diseases, 

infant and maternal mortality, and other health issues that can be countered with sufficient 

information and resources. 

 

As an added benefit, each implementation of the system becomes the property of its 

implementer, which could encourage self-help and future development and maintenance of 

the system, rather than simply receiving aid and creating more dependencies. For these 

reasons, the motivation for the continued research and development of DHIS2 remains a 

benign one. DHIS2 has grown to be used in 80 or more countries, some by full national use 

and some partial or in a pilot stage, and new countries are interested in doing the same. 

Since it is a global network, the participant countries have interest in sharing knowledge and 

experiences, and form bonds between the nations of regions who share similar health 

challenges. One challenge for these nations and Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) is 

that despite the licensing of DHIS2 being free, there are still costs in implementing DHIS2 and 

train competent users. This is where DHIS2 Academy can provide assistance; Run by HISP 

(Health Information Systems Programme, a network of organizations and individuals that 
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supports capacity building, implementation and training of DHIS professionals. 

(https://www.mn.uio.no/ifi/english/research/networks/hisp/).  

 

One such effort by HISP for the purpose of training is the launch of the DHIS2 Online 

Academy - an online learning platform for courses supplementing the existing on-site DHIS2 

Academies held in multiple countries every year. (DHIS2 Academy, para. 1) 

 

 

1.1.2 HISP University of Oslo’s involvement in the Online Academy 

HISP University of Oslo (UiO) and the DHIS2 Academy has recognized the limitations of only 

having on-site academies about a dozen times per year in various regions, as each academy 

can only accommodate 40-80 participants (Aden 2015). It was also reported that there was 

no proper course or training for end users of DHIS2, which is far larger group than 

implementers, programmers, and facilitators. The Online Academy was suggested as a 

solution to this problem, not to replace, but to augment the existing on-site DHIS2 

Academies and reach a theoretically unlimited number of users with a MOOC-Inspired 

(Massive Open Online Course) online course. Whether the DHIS2 Online Academy is a MOOC 

or not at this time (2019) is debatable, but it uses the edX platform that is intended for 

MOOCs, and the thousands of enrolled it currently (2019) has means that many more can 

learn about DHIS2 than from the old on-site version.  

 

The challenge in making the DHIS2 Online Fundamentals course was to ensure that the 

online version can prepare the students for future on-site courses as well as the older on-site 

Fundamentals course did. Meaning that the self-paced online course is accessible to the 

heterogenous group of people that makes up the DHIS2 community, and that the students 

are able to complete the course and receive their certificate in an acceptable period of time.  
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1.2 Research Questions 

 

This thesis aims to track the introduction, implementation, and reception of the first DHIS2 

Online Academy course, the “DHIS2 Fundamentals”.  

My evaluation focuses at four main aspects of the online course:   

1. Pedagogical quality and learning potential 

2. Interface used, web accessibility and the open edX system 

3. User experience of the open edX system and it’s current implementation 

4. Experiences gained through the launch of the course, based on user support 

communication.  

 

DHIS level 0 Fundamentals course is not new - these courses have been held for years 

locally, often in conjunction with higher level DHIS courses such as Information use, Design & 

Customisation, Tracker etc. While the content has probably changed some for each iteration, 

the content of the Online Academy Fundamentals course should be very similar to on-site 

courses that came before, for example the 2016 Fundamentals course in Kampala. It is 

therefore most interesting to investigate how well the Online Academy Fundamentals 

course compares to the on-site version, that an acceptable amount of knowledge is 

transferred to its students, and that the enrolled students are satisfied with the course 

contents and user interface/experience of the course. Summed up the research questions 

are:  

 

1) Does the Online Fundamentals course facilitate for the learning of necessary practical and 

theoretical skills for the higher-level on-site courses? 

- To what degree does the online course conform to heuristic standards for eLearning 

or Online Learning? 

- What aspects of the online course are the students satisfied with, and which can be   

improved? 

 

2) In what way is the implementation of the online course a benefit to the DHIS2 

community? 
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1.3 Narrowing the scope 

When looking at any computer application one can focus on the programming code, the 

usability, design and customization options of the application, or the user experience 

reported.  

 

Due to extensive research by these institutes of learning, this thesis will not focus on the 

programming involved for the edX platform, although it will look at its suitability for the 

DHIS2 Online Academy.  

 

This study will focus on the usability, educational content, transfer of knowledge, user 

experience and reception of the course.  

 

Transfer is the ability to use the material learned in a course in future work or activites. In 

this case study we don’t have the opportunity to measure learner knowledge before and 

after the course and how they can use it in future work. This could be examined in future 

papers.  
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2. Background 

DHIS2, “District Health Information System 2”, is a major platform and open source tool for 

collection, validation, analysis, and presentation of statistical data. It’s primary application 

and history is based on health informatics but is generic enough to be customizable to any 

business or organization using aggregated data and/or tracking events. 

(https://docs.dhis2.org/2.22/en/user/html/ch01.html) 

 

2.1 Development and ownership 

 

DHIS2 is developed by HISP (“Health Information System Programme”), the group directed 

by the University of Oslo (UiO), Informatics Department, and involving the cooperation of 

several countries implementing the system, most notably South Africa, where the project 

has its roots from the late 1990s (Aden, 2015 p. 44). The HISP network today focuses mainly 

on capacity building, developing skills needed for a sustainable development of DHIS2, such 

as technical skills, system knowledge, organizational skills and project management.  

 

DHIS2 is open source developed by the HISP network with developers mainly based in India, 

Vietnam, Tanzania, Ireland, and Norway. Being open source, it is using the BSD license and 

can be obtained at no cost, although in practice implementing the system for a country or 

region entails costs related to the training of users and maintenance of the system. Each 

country and implementer own their own version of the system, so as an example, the 

implementations of DHIS2 by HISP Rwanda belongs to that organization and can only be 

used by their permission.  

 

The users of DHIS2 is a heterogenous group of people, ranging from health workers and 

government officials to IT specialists. From our data we see that the users of the DHIS2 

academies share these mixed backgrounds, as well as in the DHIS2 Online Academy 

Fundamentals course. The findings in chapter 5 confirms this.  

 

2.2 The DHIS2 Academy 

https://docs.dhis2.org/2.22/en/user/html/ch01.html
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Before 2017 DHIS2 Academy included a level 0 Fundamentals course, several level 1 courses 

including Design & Customisation, Information Use and Tracker. The 2016 Academy in 

Kampala had an impressive 150 participants.  

 

HISP build DHIS2 capacity with the DHIS2 Academies:  

Regional HISP organizations also build local DHIS2 capacity through the DHIS2 Academies (a 

gathering and training of regional HISP active members). To date, over 80 DHIS2 academies 

have been conducted, training nearly 4500 learners on everything from DHIS2 analytics use, 

to system configuration, and even advanced application development. The free DHIS2 online 

academy has also supported local trainings since 2017 and has trained 5054 learners from 

102 countries on DHIS2 fundamentals.  

(DHIS2 About page) 

 

 

 

https://www.dhis2.org/academy
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Figure 1 DHIS2 Academy Kampala2016 

 

Due to the increasing demand for DHIS2 training, and to reach more potential students that 

might not have the resources to travel to another country in the region, the DHIS2 Online 

Academy was developed and released.   

 

2.2.1 Online Academy 

 

DHIS2 Online Academy was a new (spring 2017) online learning course site based on the edX 

platform and using instances of DHIS2 for training purposes. It was developed by the 

University of Oslo Informatics Institute, after the Master thesis by Hodo E. Aden published 

autumn 2015 titled: Translating an on-site course to an online course for implementers of an 

open source software system 

Learning material from previous on-site Fundamentals courses was used as a basis, and new 

instructional videos were created containing slides, video from Trainingland and other DHIS2 

instances, and voice audio from the instructor. This content was used with the edX platform, 

an online Learning Management System created by Harvard and MIT educational 

institutions.  

 

 Open edX is a free open-source platform that powers online edX courses in a wide variety of 

subjects from architecture to social sciences (edX inc., 2020) platform is from Appsembler, a 

software company and “online learning destination and MOOC provider” founded by the 

prestigious academic institutions Harvard University and MIT in 2012 (edX about us) 

Like DHIS2 itself it is open source and free of charge, the cost of implementation is the work 

hours invested by the UiO itself for the organisation, implementation and upkeep/support of 

the course.  

 

The stated purpose for DHIS2 Online Academy is to strengthen the capacity for DHIS2: “The 

content for Online DHIS2 Academies, currently under development, will help to further scale 

the capacity strengthening activities.” (HISP UiO 2016 p.9) 
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The Online Academy was not intended to replace the existing on-site academies, but to save 

costs for the participating governments, allow a broader group of people to qualify for level 

1 on-site academies, and improve DHIS2 competency in the health and government 

organizations involved.  

   

2.2.2 DHIS2 Online Academy Fundamentals course 

 

The first online course, DHIS2 Fundamentals, was launched March 2017 with the stated ‘end 

date’ of June 2017. The initial plan was to run the course for 6 weeks, and the deliver 

certificates to the students who are eligible for it, before starting a new season like a 

university semester course.  

 

One consultant was hired to produce the course content in the form of Youtube videos, one 

course organizer was responsible for the implementation of the edX platform (Matthieu 

Pinard, UiO) and a handful of UiO employees from the Information Systems group and 

Master students were enlisted to run a pilot test on the course, present company included. 

The original course had some videos of 20 minutes length or more, but feedback from the 

pilot project resulted in several videos being divided up as they were considered too long by 

academic standards. This is backed up by research into eLearning and multimedia courses, 

such as Clark 2007.  

 

The Fundamentals course has an estimated time to complete of 3 weeks with 6 hours per 

week. It consists on lectures and tutorials in video format (78 in total), and assignments in 

text. It consists of 6 modules:  

1. Overview and getting started 

2. Introduction to DHIS2 

3. Introduction to DHIS2 Analysis 

4. Introduction to DHIS2 Customization 

5. Introduction to Tracker 

6. Summary Concepts 
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Each module has 2-7 sub parts. Module 3 Analysis and Module 4 Customization has the most 

sub parts and takes longer to complete than the rest.  

 

 

 

The course objectives as stated on the course webpage are:  

 

FUNDAMENTALS COURSE: 

 COURSE OBJECTIVES 

AFTER COMPLETING THIS COURSE, EACH PARTICIPANT SHOULD: 

• HAVE A WORKING KNOWLEDGE OF DHIS2 PRINCIPLES AND TERMINOLOGY, WITH 

AN OVERALL UNDERSTANDING OF HOW DHIS2 CAN BE USED TO COLLECT AND 

ANALYZE AGGREGATE AND INDIVIDUAL BASED DATA. 

• HAVE A BROAD UNDERSTANDING OF HOW DHIS2 CAN BE USED TO MEET MULTIPLE 

HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. 

• HAVE AN OVERALL UNDERSTANDING OF THE BASIC PRINCIPLES ASSOCIATED WITH 

DHIS2 ANALYSIS AND CUSTOMIZATION 

• BE ABLE TO CHOOSE ONE OUT OF THREE DHIS2 ACADEMY LEVEL 1 TOPICS FOR 

FURTHER SPECIALIZATIONS: DHIS2 DESIGN AND CUSTOMIZATION, DHIS2 

TRACKER, AND DHIS2 INFORMATION USE 

 

NOTE THAT WHILE DHIS2 IS USED OUTSIDE OF THE HEALTH DOMAIN, THIS COURSE USES 

HEALTH RELATED CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLOGY TO DEMONSTRATE THE VARIOUS FEATURES 

OF DHIS2. 

 

 

The current end date as of June 2020 is the end of the month, but this will likely be extended 
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after the course is updated to the next version. A stated reason for having a set course end 

date at all is to encourage students to finish the assignments, but according to support 

emails received it makes some students uncertain if they are able to finish in time or if they 

should bother starting at all if the end date is close. It is not yet clear if having a set end date 

at all is advantageous to the course and students. The course is a self-paced asynchronous 

distributed learning environment, where the user mostly works independently by viewing 

instructional videos and completing assignments. A message board allows for some 

collaboration between students, but does not support group work, instant messaging etc. 

Part of the intention of the message board/discussion forum is to encourage students to ask 

questions that can be answered by other students, as well as by the course support staff. 

The course facilitates use of this forum by having a short task to introduce yourself to the 

other students, and also advises the students to ask questions there if they have any trouble 

with the course before using the support email.  
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3. Theory 

This thesis uses theory from disciplines within Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL), 

Informatics Design, and touching on Health Informatics. Topics include eLearning, Computer 

Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL), Organizational Learning, and Online Learning.  

 

3.1 eLearning 

 

eLearning covers education through technological (Information and Communication 

Technologies) means. Articles tend to focus on the technology involved, learning interface, 

communication and collaboration or educational paradigms. Principles of eLearning 

includes:  

1. Multimedia, for example using images or text together with audio of instructor. 

(Clark, Ruth C.; Mayer, Richard E. (2011). p.70) 

2. Coherence, avoiding unnecessary clutter that can distract the learner. (Clark, Ruth C.; 

Mayer, Richard E. (2011). p.171) 

3. Segmentation, breaking down the topic into smaller chunks may aid learning. Clark, 

Ruth C.; Mayer, Richard E. (2011). p.209)  

4. Learner control, the learner can set the pace of videos, revisit what has been said etc. 

Clark, Ruth C.; Mayer, Richard E. (2011). p. 312.) 

5. Personalization, the teacher can speak directly to the learner rather than to a class or 

group despite many learners using the technology. Polite, but direct communication 

seems to work best.  

Clark, Ruth C.; Mayer, Richard E. (2011). P. 183-185) 

6. Redundancy, using image and voice alone works better than combining them with 

text. Exceptions may be using keywords to emphasize key concepts, and when the 

learner is less familiar with the language used. Clark, Ruth C.; Mayer, Richard E. 

(2011). pp. 133, 135) 
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There are several different definitions of eLearning made by authors within the field of 

eLearning, Organization learning, Technology-enhanced learning. eLearning is related if not 

synonymous to digital learning, distance learning, asynchronous learning, blended learning 

or technology-enhanced learning. I am using eLearning as an umbrella term which may 

include the above terms in its practice, or just some of them. It would also be possible to use 

digital learning in the same manner as defined by Nokelainen (2006): 

 “Digital learning material means in this research all material that is designed for educational 

purposes, published in a digital form and intended to be accessed by computer.”  

  

eLearning covers co-situated, blended and distance learning or online learning through ICT. 

A simple definition provided by Clark & Mayer (2011 p. 8) defines eLearning as: “instruction 

delivered on a digital device such as a computer or mobile device that is intended to support 

learning.” 

 

 

 

 

3.1.1 Advantages and disadvantages of eLearning.  

 

The two main advantages of eLearning are the suitability for asynchronous learning and that 

students and instructors need not be co-located. Courses can be provided entirely online, 

with participants communicating through a Learning Management System (LMS), discussion 

boards and/or email. Students can complete a course in their own pace, or by a pace set by 

instructors. Students and instructors never have to meet face-to-face but can work from 

anywhere in the globe with Internet access. This saves both time and resources as one does 

not need travel expenses and classrooms and can reach unlimited number of students (or 

rather, be infinitely scalable), whereas an on-site academy can only teach to a limited 

amount of people.  
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On the other side of the coin, not being able to meet face-to-face and receive evaluation and 

feedback in real time is a disadvantage of eLearning. Technically, students and instructors 

could do this through online communication tools, both verbally and written “chat”, 

although this sacrifices some of the advantages mentioned above. Having a teacher in the 

flesh able to supervise learning activities and provide feedback and help as you go can 

probably never be fully realized with online communication tools. Communication in writing 

online can often lead to misunderstandings, and if answers are not prompt, can lead to 

student dissatisfaction.  

A major disadvantage is security risk – online systems can be hacked, students might use 

copyrighted material or cheat, and it can be prone to viruses (Nahak & Susesaowaluk 2007).  

 

3.2 Computer Supported Collaborative Learning 

 

CSCL is a subject in Pedagogics where computers and often online tools are used for co-

constructions of knowledge between learners. CSCL is a form of E-learning where the 

students collaborate and work together on one or more tasks in a e-learning environment, 

either using technology to communicate or verbal interaction in a classroom, using shared 

knowledge of construction in order to facilitate learning, 

The system and teachers are employed as a scaffolding for articulation learning and 

reflection. CSCL can be used both in classroom settings and online, both synchronously and 

asynchronously.  

 

3.3 Organizational Learning 

 

Organizational learning is how knowledge is generated, retained and transferred to others in 

the organization. It “(...)provides insight into how people improve their practices and how 

skills and knowledge is spread amongst colleagues and how newcomers are socialized.” 
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(Kaasbøll, 2017) 

 

3.3.1 eLearning within organizations 

 

eLearning within an organization is relevant for organizations working with DHIS2, be they 

government (national or regional) or a non-government organization such as the World 

Health Organization. The training of new personnel or the re-training of existing employees 

can be expensive and resource heavy. eLearning on an organizational level allows employees 

and coworkers a common base of knowledge to work upon – such as the DHIS2 Online 

Fundamentals course. eLearning offers flexibility for organizations as their learners do not 

have to be co-located or even learning at the same time, but can often learn at their own 

pace, making it possible to do online courses while also working on other projects and 

learning the organizational culture and practices. This gives the learners greater control and 

opportunity to learn at their own pace. (Stewart, B, 2004 p.4)  

When examining eLearning for organizations below I will refer to a course, but it could be a 

series of courses supported by the same Learning Management System.  

 

To satisfy the demands of eLearning in an organizational setting, 4 different factors must be 

considered:  

1. Assessing or preparing organization readiness 

2. Determining the appropriate content 

3. Determining the appropriate presentation modes 

4. Implementing eLearning 

(Wild Rosemary, 2002)     

 

These factors are useful for designing and introducing eLearning for organizations. When 

using existing software and courses such as DHIS Online Academy Fundamentals course the 

execution of these steps might change, however some considerations will remain:  

 

Organizational readiness: In this phase the organization will need to evaluate itself regarding 

the introduction of eLearning. What knowledge resources already exist in the organization? 
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Are there expert users, maps of employee skill sets, “best practice” databases? On a more 

specific note, the current knowledge base of DHIS2 in the organization will determine how 

easy it is to implement the eLearning system (Learning Management System) and courses, 

and what internal resources can be used to aid the transfer of knowledge to the employees? 

The employees need a minimum level of computer literacy to benefit from eLearning and be 

positive and accepting of it – an organizational culture hostile to eLearning will be 

detrimental to the success of it. Instead of a top-down authoritarian motivation it is 

beneficial to include the employees in the planning stage, listen to their concerns, and have 

them become invested in it through information of its benefits.  

 

Determining appropriate content: At what level should the course be? Will the organization 

benefit from a basic level course (Fundamentals), or will it need a customized expert level 

course? How will the training from the course benefit the work tasks or future learning of 

the employees?   

 

Determining the appropriate presentation modes: The best content in the world will not be 

useful unless the LMS and course can communicate that knowledge to its user in an effective 

and efficient manner. If the organization is not designing the system in-house, it should 

consider the quality of the presentation: The use of text, videos, voice, assignments, quizzes 

and activities in the course, as well as the user interface of the LMS, and it’s capacity for 

cooperative learning. A small team of pilot testers can be used to gauge the usefulness and 

presentation of the LMS and relevant courses, which in turn can become a base for expert 

users when or if the course is adopted by the organization.  

 

Implementing eLearning: Most of the tasks involved will be needed from the actual 

implementers of the LMS rather than any other organization that uses it. Instead the 

organization should look inward and analyze the benefit of the training, evaluate the 

transfer of knowledge, and the achievement of organizational learning goals. At the same 

time feedback to the LMS provider can be useful for positive changes both for the 

organization and other users of the LMS.  
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3.4 Online Learning 

 

Online learning is part of the E-learning umbrella, but only refers to learning from a distance 

rather than co-situated learning or blended learning. The students in Online learning only 

uses the Internet or a suitable intranet for communication and task resolution (Shank and 

Sitze, 2004). The DHIS2 Academy Fundamentals Course is an open online course where the 

students use the Internet to enroll, view instructional videos and answer questions. Any 

interaction with the fellow students or teachers is through the course forum or email, and 

the tasks are completed in the web based DHIS2 training instances called “Trainingland” and 

“Customisation.” Thus, the DHIS2 Fundamentals course lands squarely in the Online Learning 

category rather than any co-situated variants. Online Learning can be synchronous or 

asynchronous or both. The course is asynchronous and self-paced. Online Learning is related 

to the term "Massive Open Online Course” where the requirement is both that the course is 

open for everyone with an internet connection, and that the learning environment supports 

theoretically if not practically an unlimited number of students (infinite scalability). Other 

MOOCs in existence today have users in the magnitude of tens of thousands to hundreds of 

thousands (Coursera). It is debatable whether DHIS2 AFC is a MOOC or not, but it is worth 

mentioning that the edX platform the AFC uses is intended to be used for MOOCs – the 

technology has the potential of making this course massive, but would require both a huge 

influx of users and also expansion in servers, user support and other expenses that may 

prove too much for HISP UiO. Other than that, the course is both Open (anyone with 

internet access and email can sign up) and online (all teaching in the course in conducted 

online), and a course, as it has enrollment and requirements for certification, and awards a 

certificate at the end. (Bates 2014) 

 

An aspect of Online Learning has until recently (March/April 2020) not been given much 

attention in theory: The role of Online Learning during Pandemics. COVID-19, the new 

Coronavirus disease, has resulted in a huge rise and need of Online Learning, even for 

established courses and general education that normally relied on analogue on-site learning. 
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As of the end of April 2020 more than 1.2 billion children have been staying out of the 

classroom (Li & Lalani, 2020).   

Online Learning has been a relatively small niche for those few unable to attend on-site 

alternatives, or as a means of efficiently training a large number of personnel in commercial 

companies, corporations, organizations and communities such as HISP. After the outbreak of 

the SARS2 Coronavirus however, the general population has had to adapt to quarantines, 

lockdowns, and restrictions on public movement, and thus have been forced to use Online 

Learning to replace their on-site education. The consequences of this change on society is 

yet to be determined – most likely it will lead to more people being accustomed to and 

adept at using Online Learning Management Systems, online courses, and online 

communication platforms. On the other hand, it may reveal weaknesses and flaws in the 

current LMSs, bandwidth infrastructure problems, and how people can fail to use these tools 

properly. Hopefully, this sudden growth in Online Learning may lead to better LMS and 

research on its effect.   
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4. Methodology 

 

HISP UiO employs action research and participatory design to research and develop DHIS2. 

This action is aiming to improve health and health information in developing countries 

through data gathering, improving data quality, and giving possibility for the local 

government to take action improving the health quality of their citizens. (Aden 2015).  

 

This study is using mix of Qualitative and Quantitative methods in a Case Study on the DHIS2 

Online Fundamentals course. Quantitative data is gathered from the Online course on 

student participation (how many signs up for the course) and completion (how many 

achieves a passing grade and certificate), and compared to data from other online courses 

for comparison of success rate of students and possibly other factors. These numbers are 

available for administrators of the course.  

The Qualitative part will be gathered by interviews from students who have taken the online 

course and some who have continued to the on-site level 1 Customization course in Kigali, 

Rwanda in the summer of 2017. Part of the information gathered will be from students 

interacting with the user support of DHIS Online Academy Fundamentals course email list, 

and their input in the discussion forum of the course. Personal information of the students 

will not be included, and steps will be taken to make it difficult to trace back any statements 

to any particular student.  

4.1 How to evaluate the Fundamentals course? 

These are the research methods used and presented in the Findings and Analysis chapter.  

1. Heuristic 

2. Survey 

3. Interviews 

4. Document analysis – e-mails 

 

There are several aspects of the Fundamentals course that can be evaluated. First, its 

structure, content, suitability for learning can be evaluated with guidelines from eLearning 

and Online Learning 
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Secondly the feedback from the students of the Online Academy through surveys can be 

used as part of the evaluation.  

 

Third, the interviews conducted at 2017 Kigali Academy can inform us of their personal 

experiences with the Fundamentals course and its usefulness in the Kigali Academy, and aid 

in the evalutation of the course content and usability. It is difficult to measure any kind of 

behavioral change from one course to the next, but their reaction to the content of the 

second course can give us an impression on how much they learned from the Fundamentals 

Course – but not with enough certainty to measure transfer of knowledge to their 

coursework.  

 

Finally, the course will be evaluated using document analysis of support emails sent by 

Fundamentals course students.  

 

 

 

 

4.2 Field study in Kigali and partaking in a level 1 Customisation 

course 

To assess the learning potential of the ‘Fundamentals’ course this writer partook in a field 

trip to the DHIS2 level 1 ‘Design and Customisation’ academy in Kigali, July 2017. The goal of 

the field trip was two-fold:  

To familiarize myself with the level 1 curriculum and content to improve the evaluation of 

the Fundamentals level 0 course used as its prerequisite.  

Engaging the participants of the level 1 Kigali course, especially those who have already 

undergone the level 0 Fundamentals course.  

 

The opportunity was also taken to visit a health facility (hospital) in the province to see how 

DHIS2 is used there in practice. It was surprising that despite DHIS2 being a digital tool, most 

of the data was at the time gathered on paper, stored in folders, and then manually entered 
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in DHIS2 by hospital data entry workers. Some data was also stored on USB sticks and 

delivered centrally by scooter.  

  

The level 1 Customisation course in, or rather near Kigali, Rwanda lasted from 19 to 24 June 

2017 at the Golden Tulip La Palisse Hotel in Kigali, Rwanda. In short, the course was intended 

for novice users of DHIS2 who wanted to learn about how to set up and customize their own 

instance of DHIS2, learning best practices for databases and data quality, how the 

information cycle works, how to create the various organization units and data elements, 

and user management. (DHIS2 Kigali 2017 Academy, 2017).  

 

 

At the start of the academy the course organizers had the students answering a pre-course 

survey to gauge the students’ familiarity with DHIS2. This included a question of whether 

they had started or completed the DHIS2 Online Fundamentals course or not. These answers 

will be presented in the results part of this thesis.  

 

During the Kigali course there was precious little time available to conduct interviews and 

surveys – the days were filled up with lectures, and most of the evenings by social events for 

the students. It was however possible to conduct a few interviews with students during the 

lunch break. In theory the lunch breaks were 1 hour, but in practice the delays and changes 

in schedule during the course often reduced this to 30 minutes, as group exercises continued 

well past the set lunch break times. As a result, only two separate interviews were 

conducted, one with six participants, and one with a single participant. As such, the data 

obtained in these interviews may not be as complete as desired, and since some participants 

did not consent to the audio being recorded, the first interview result will be based on notes 

only. To support the qualitative data from these interviews, I also made a short post-

academy survey and emailed the same participants of the pre-academy survey. However, 

due to the academy already being over and this second survey being sent by email without 

any requirement to answer to earn a certificate, only 33 responded out of the 60 course 

participants.  
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5. Results and analysis 

This section will analyze and evaluate course objectives, using heuristic evaluation of the 

course content compared to best practice in the field of Online Learning as well as feedback 

from pilot testing of the Fundamentals course. Then I will analyze the data from my work as 

user support for the course, the interviews conducted at the Kigali academy and my 

experiences there, and the quantitative data contained in the course, which includes 

numbers of students enrolled, number of certificates issued, etc.  

 

5.1 DHIS2 Online Academy heuristic evaluation  

 

5.1.1 Course objectives, assignments and videos 

 

Course objectives:  

To reiterate, course objectives as stated on the course webpage are:  

• HAVE A WORKING KNOWLEDGE OF DHIS2 PRINCIPLES AND TERMINOLOGY, WITH AN OVERALL 

UNDERSTANDING OF HOW DHIS2 CAN BE USED TO COLLECT AND ANALYZE AGGREGATE AND INDIVIDUAL 

BASED DATA. 

• HAVE A BROAD UNDERSTANDING OF HOW DHIS2 CAN BE USED TO MEET MULTIPLE HEALTH 

INFORMATION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. 

• HAVE AN OVERALL UNDERSTANDING OF THE BASIC PRINCIPLES ASSOCIATED WITH DHIS2 ANALYSIS AND 

CUSTOMIZATION 

• BE ABLE TO CHOOSE ONE OUT OF THREE DHIS2 ACADEMY LEVEL 1 TOPICS FOR FURTHER 

SPECIALIZATIONS: DHIS2 DESIGN AND CUSTOMIZATION, DHIS2 TRACKER, AND DHIS2 INFORMATION 

USE 

 

To what degree can these objectives be tested after the course? Is the Fundamentals course 

with Trainingland and Customisation instances a realistic training environment for DHIS2? 
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These objectives are somewhat vague; it is difficult to test them. The Fundamental course 

use quizzes for this mostly, asking questions on what DHIS2 can be used for, what kind of 

data building blocks it uses, and clear examples of the data analysis tools used. The course 

teaches how DHIS2 is used on a national or district scale, at least in theory. The final 

objective is not as relevant for this case, as learners who had not done the Fundamentals 

course was still able to complete the Level 1 Design & Customisation course in Kigali 2017. 

Future research and experience could inform us how well the Fundamentals course prepares 

learners for other level 1 Academy topics.  

 

Assignments and videos:  

This analysis continues by examining the main parts that makes up the learning content of 

the course: the assignments and tutorial and lecture videos. Tutorial and lecture videos are 

not examined separately since many videos have elements of both, and they do not differ 

greatly from one another. A personal examination is done first, then the content is evaluated 

compared to Heuristics from eLearning, and then some principles from Organizational 

Learning.  

 

Assignments: When completing assignments, there is only correct and wrong. The System is 

ignoring capital letters but typing errors and unanticipated ways to answer will result in a 

failed grade for the task.  Also, the system gives no feedback other than correct or wrong 

and provides no answer with explanation if an incorrect answer is given.  

 

Sometimes the system gives little or no feedback to an answer. The worst case is the one 

where you simply click “I created” for a task - there is no way of knowing then if you did it 

right or not, for example if you gave a good name for the data elements naming in 

Customization module. The only way for the students to know if they made it correctly or 

not is if they gain a passing score, but do not receive a certificate. Then, by contacting the 

course support they can learn what part of these assignments they need to improve.  
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Videos:  

 

Videos tend to be lengthy, sometimes simply lectures that have been split up. 

 

Figure 2: video lecture example. Part 1 is 11m 20s long 

A length shorter than 6 minutes is recommended (Guo et al). The voice is clear by this 

writer’s estimate but could use a faster pacing which can come across as more enthusiastic. 

Since the videos are on YouTube, it is possible to adjust the speed a preferred pace. The user 
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can pause and rewind at will, so the problem of speaking too fast is less pronounced. 

 

Figure 3: Tutorial video seen in YouTube 

As seen above, the videos use still images from Power Point etc., which could be replaced 

with animations and animated drawings emphasizing the core concepts. The parts showing 

Trainingland (fig. 3) are essential to carrying out the assignments and uses animation for 

circling and highlighting the correct input from a Trainingland user. One potential issue is 
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that it is difficult to read the text from Trainingland in videos when low resolution 

 

Figure 4: Tutorial video in 144p is unreadable 

(360p and below). It is barely readable in full-screen mode at 360p, and completely 

unreadable at 144p even when zoomed in. Areas with poor wi-fi or slow mobile connections 

might have problems streaming at higher resolutions.  

 

The videos that are cut into chunks are simply called part 1-X, (see fig. 3) but should be 

renamed based on the specific topic or subtopic that are brought up, so students can more 

easily find the correct one for solving a task. At the end of several videos the instructor tells 

the student that they can ask questions before they proceed if anything is unclear, but there 

seems to be no easily accessible buttons for asking these questions.  

5.1.2 Adherence to eLearning standards for Online Academy 

The next point to examine is the implementation of DHIS2 Online Academy Fundamentals 

course compared to the standards and suggestions for Online Learning and eLearning as 

presented in chapter 3: Theory.  
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The DHIS2 Online Academy is conducted entirely with the aid of the learner’s computer or 

smartphone, making it a clear example of digital, distance learning. The course content is 

also taught asynchronous, as student and teachers do not communicate directly in real time, 

and learners can follow their own schedules for when to work on the course material, 

finishing it at their own pace independently of other learners. The Fundamentals course is 

also entirely online – both the learning modules using edX learning platform, and the two 

instances of DHIS2. Trainingland can accessed by multiple students simultaneously, and 

Customisation instance can be too, although the latter has hidden most of the work and data 

structures from other learners. Administrators or teachers can access and look at students’ 

work online at any time to evaluate it or offer help if the learner asks for it. Thus, theory 

regarding eLearning will be relevant for DHIS2 Online Academy, to the extent it is also 

relevant for Online learning.  

 

I will now compare the 6 principles of eLearning with the Fundamentals course.  

1. Multimedia: The course uses text for assignments and quizzes, and both images and 

instructor audio for the instructional videos that teaches the subjects. The interface of the 

video (embedded from YouTube) allows you pause and resume, increase or decrease speed, 

adjust volume, toggle High Definition on or off, and select full screen view. The videos can 

also be watched in YouTube directly by clicking the logo in bottom right part of the video, 

which enables more options including subtitles in English. Videos are both Power Point 

presentations with highlighted topics and a few images, and demonstrations by the teacher 

from within DHIS2 (Trainingland or Customisation). The combination of audio and visual 

presentation is considered more impactful than either audio and visual (text or image) alone. 

(source?) 

 

2. Coherence: The edX interface and Fundamentals course offers a clear-cut minimalistic 

approach to teaching. White screens, text in black, blue for headlines. No distracting images 

or sound. Videos are similar, with no sound effects other than teacher’s voice, and only 

whiteboard presentations with a few lines of text (bullet points) or direct video capture of 

the DHIS2 system with default visual settings. The course index and navigation tool is 
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present on the left side of the screen.  

 

Figure 5 Online Academy visual experience 

 

This approach may reduce the chance of the learner being distracted or confused by clutter 

and unnecessary sounds and images.  

 

3. Segmentation: 6 modules are included in the Fundamentals course, in varying complexity 

and size, but concentrating on different concepts of DHIS2. These are again divided into 2-7 

subtopics, with the more complex ones having more subtopics than the less complex ones. 

The more complex or complicated subtopics have first videos teaching the concepts, then 

assignments for the learner that are graded, and then a quiz that is also graded. When the 

course was first released in the pilot test, these videos were long – many over 30 minutes. 

 As argued by Kim et al. (2014 p. 5), shorter videos are more engaging for learners – with the 

median top engagement time at 6 minutes regardless of video length and falling off already 

at 9 minutes. This has been corroborated by edX video producers who urged instructors to 

deliver content in less than 6-minute chunks.  
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Feedback from the pilot test was considered, and the videos of the Fundamentals course 

were consequently divided into smaller chunks, although several of them are still longer 

than 6 minutes. It shows, as Kim et al. pointed out, that it is difficult for teachers who are 

used to classrooms and lectures lasting 45 minutes to an hour or more to make small chunks 

of only a few minutes.  

Despite adhering to the feedback and dividing up into smaller chunks, it is not clear if 

shorter videos retain learner engagement simply by being short, or by being designed to 

convey a lot of information in a very short time. If it is the latter, simply dividing up one long 

video lecture into 5 or more chunks may in fact do very little other than force the learner to 

press next and start a video. This feedback was given to the course organizers and 

instructors after the course was released to the public, and consequently it was changed 

again by adding short mini-quizzes and assignments called “Activities” in between these 

video chunks, to allow the learners to utilize what has just been presented and test 

themselves in the subject at hand before continuing. These Activities are completely 

optional and does not affect the learner’s grade at all but may increase learner engagement 

and add modality to the content.  

 

4. Learner Control: The Fundamentals course offer a large degree of Learner Control. The 

course itself is self-paced, and the learner can jump to any part of the course after 

registering and logging in. While it is recommended for learner to follow the course content 

from start to finish, some modules can be completed without the benefit of earlier ones, 

although starting module 4 Customisation may limit the learning potential without first 

going through module 2 DHIS2 Introduction and overview, where you learn about the basic 

building blocks of DHIS2 that you create examples of in module 4. The instructional videos 

themselves can be paused and resumed and revisited as desired. This freedom runs the risk 

that learners skip or gloss over important concepts of DHIS2 that is needed to successfully 

complete assignments and quizzes needed for completion of the course.  

 

5. Personalization: Informal language and directly addressing the learner often increases 

learner engagement in eLearning. The Fundamentals course starts out by doing so, directly 
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addressing the learner by text. 

 

Figure 6 Informal language 

The instructional videos (lectures and tutorials) use “we” and “you” when referring to the 

learner as a group or as an individual. There is no use of educational “agents” in this course, 

as the content is delivered entirely by text (assignments, quizzes, instructions) and video 

(lectures and tutorials). While the instructor offers a polite, friendly, and clear tone of voice 

for the learners, there is no video or face shown for the learner.  

 

6. Redundancy: Redundancy in the same type of media can distract from the content you 

are trying to convey; if your eyes need to focus on a graphical object while at the same time 

reading text and listening to audio, it can distract from what is in focus. The Fundamentals 

course adheres to this principle by combining video and audio, but no text per default. The 

learner can see what the instructor is doing in a tutorial while listening to his explanation but 

is not reading what the instructor is saying at the same time. Subtitles are available for the 

learners by opening the video in YouTube and activating subtitles for English. This may be an 

advantage if the learner is not fluent in the language used. Also, the lecture part of videos 

contains keywords to highlight certain points of what is being said, which is considered 

effective in formal education.  

 

 

5.1.3 Fundamentals Course Feedback Forms 
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There are feedback forms, small surveys for each module in the Fundamentals course. These 

were intended to give course organizers feedback from the students on the quality of 

content, usability, and user experience. The students are asked to rate the session (module) 

by each part, rate how it met their expectations, rate teaching level, rate clarity of teaching, 

rate topic length and rate topic pacing.  

These small surveys are presented to the student after each module of the course after the 

first one.   

As seen in the screenshot below, these surveys have quite small windows that forces the 

user to scroll a lot due to the embedded window. Maybe it could be an external link or 

something that opens into a new window instead? 

Issue: 

 

 

The forms use a Likert scale with 5 category ratings: Excellent, very good, good, fair, poor. 

This seems in line with the community of practice for general surveys.  

However, to some of these questions there is no option for “I don’t know”, which could 

force people to answer “fair” or “good” to questions they don’t understand or don’t really 

want to answer.  
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An issue with the forms is that it asks for feedback on specific parts of a module, it may be 

difficult for users to identify the correct video or task to assess. This is especially true if the 

user divides up his study over several weeks. The questions are identical for each module 

rather than customized for it. That could be beneficial to compare modules using the same 

terms and measurements, although since the modules vary considerably in size and 

complicacy it could be useful to have extra or some other questios for some, especially for 

the practical Module 3 and Module 4 which uses DHIS2 Trainingland and Customisation 

respectively.  

 

From data gathered in these forms between February 2017 and December 2019, we can see 

the most common learner was Nigerian, followed by several African countries before some 

Asian counties such as Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. USA was the only major industrialized 

(“Western”) country to score in the top 20 list, ending at 5th highest number of learners.  

 

Figure 7: Participants by Country (Top 20) by Max Kraft Dec 2019 

While the overrepresentation of African countries should not be surprising due to the origin 

of DHIS2 in South Africa and early adoption in African countries, the USA probably has such a 

high number due to American members of NGOs such as the World Health Organization 

needing to learn about DHIS2. The countries on this list also have a large % of their 

population proficient in English – which is necessary to complete the Fundamentals course 

at this point. Once French, Portuguese, Spanish and other language version are made the top 

20 list is likely to change.  

 

The surveys reveal a large majority of learner satisfaction with the course on average.  
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Figure 8: Module 2 feedback by Max Kraft Dec. 2019 

 

The charts can be more easily read when zooming in, and larger version can be found in the 

appendix. The X-Axis contains each Part of the module (2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5), which is 

repeated for each criteria “Overall”, “Met Expectations”, “Teaching Level”, “Content 

Quality”, “Length”, and “Pace”. This applies to the next chart as well except Module is 4 and 

parts are 4.1-4.6.  

Close to 50% of the respondees rated this module as “Excellent” (the highest possible) and 

35-45% as “very good”. Satisfaction ratings were consistently high for the other modules as 

well, while module 4 had somewhat lower ratings:  

 

Figure 9: Module 4 feedback by Max Kraft Dec. 2019 

As can be seen, some categories had less than 80% of learner satisfaction at “Excellent” and 

“very good” combined. They still had less than 5% rated as “fair” and 1% at “poor”, the 

lowest possible rating.  

Overall, the high ratings of learner satisfaction correspond to the post-Academy survey 
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conducted after the 2017 Kigali Academy.  

 

5.1.4 Organizational Learning in the Fundamentals Course 

 

To satisfy the demands of eLearning in an organizational setting, 4 different factors must be 

considered:  

1. Assessing or preparing organization readiness 

2. Determining the appropriate content 

3. Determining the appropriate presentation modes 

4. Implementing eLearning 

 

From the pre-academy survey we can see that its attendees come from a variety of 

organizations and groups from national governments, hospitals, IT consultants, learning 

institutions and more. These organizations have used DHIS2 Academy (such as the Kigali 

2017 academy) to train their personnel, in additional to possible in-house training for the 

system. This heterogenic group can also be seen in introduction posts in the Fundamentals 

course Discussion forums. It is useful to look at the Fundamentals course for how useful it is 

for organizations training their members in DHIS2:  

 

Organizational readiness: Some organizations that have used DHIS2 for a long time have 

their own in-house training, as well as DHIS2 experts able to convey this information to 

newer members. Even so, having easy access to an open online course can be useful – the 

time the newer members spend learning DHIS2 fundamentals can run concurrent with their 

experts and experienced members working their normal job. They can receive the best of 

two worlds – a self-paced online training AND local resources that can help them with 

difficult topics of DHIS2. The time required to be invested in the organization is the time the 

new member spend completing the Fundamnentals course. The organization should 

evaluate wether their own training is superior to the free Fundamentals course due to being 

customized to their own needs, but even so it can be used as a basics before adding 

additional in-house training.  
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Determining appropriate content: The Fundamentals course contain what the HISP UiO 

group and course organizers believe are the basic DHIS2 skills needed to take on higher level 

courses. There is probably not a need for each organization to make their own content, 

although it should be evaluated by in-house DHIS2 experts before being made standard for 

newer members of the organization. For example, using regional data for Trainingland 

instance could be useful for country-specific versions:  

 

In-country data use training’s have a stronger impact than regional or global training, but 

must be well structured using adult learning principles to apply well researched training 

methodologies in a localized context. 

 (Chrysantina et. Al., 2019 para. 8)  

 

Determining appropriate presentation mode: With the evalutation by in-house DHIS2 

experts as mentioned over, the presentation and usuability should be evaluated too. These 

experts will be pilot testing the system for the organization. One major point they need to 

consider is language; while being developed for other languages, the Fundamentals course is 

currently (2020) only in English, although an Indonesian language version existed for 2018 

made by HISP Indonesia and UiO.  

 

Implementing eLearning: The organizations could analyze the transfer of knowledge gained 

by the Fundamentals course by a pre-course test, then look at not just learner satisfaction, 

but the effect the training has on their day-to-day work after the course. This could be 

evaluated individually, or by looking at trends by analyzing the database. The following 

points was raised by Calle Hedberg in a response to Chrysantina et. Al. 2019:  

• improved input-side meta-data (de-duplication; reduced data and 

streamlined data sets and programs; streamlined mix of routine 

data, sentinel data, survey data) - easy to monitor 

• improved processing/output side meta-data (ALL data elements 

used for REAL indicators with numerators and denominators; 
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national, provincial, district, and possibly facility annual TARGETS 

for all relevant indicators) - easy to monitor 

• More complete data (can be monitored) 

• more timely data (can be monitored) 

• fewer/no obvious errors (outlier analysis, gap analysis) 

• no inconsistent data (validation rules) 

• increased frequency of usage (usage analytics) 

• increased analysis and outputs (dashboards, favourites, sql views, 

push analytics, etc) 

• increased messaging/discussions around outputs (interpretations) 

• increased use of system by managers NOT formally trained (usage 

analytics), i.e. secondary effects 

• increased distribution of outputs to stakeholders (decision-makers; 

researchers; media; NGOs; public) 

and similar. 

(Hedberg, 2019, Comment 1.) 

 

Such evaluation could also be useful for HISP UiO in course updates and future courses. 

Evaluating transfer is difficult, but useful addition to evaluating user experience with online 

courses.  

 

 

5.2 Participation and Surveys 
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Although it was planned that the online Fundamentals course was to be a prerequisite for 

this course, the course organizers decided to make the level 1 Customisation course on a 

more introductory level, to facilitate for the students who have not yet taken the online 

course due to the rapid changes and limited time between the launch of Online Academy 

(March 2017) versus the date of the Customisation course (July 2017). 

 

5.2.1 Pre-Academy Survey 

 

 In hindsight, the course organizers were correct, as a majority of attending students 

answered in the pre-course survey that they did not complete the online course:  

 

Who Numbers % of total 

Academy attendees 60 100% 

Registered and 
completed Online 
Acemy 

9 15% 

Registered but not 
competed Online 
Academy 

21 35% 

Did not registed for 
Online Academy 

30 50% 

 

Academy attendees: 60 

Number of “registered and complete” of online academy: 9 

Number of “registered and uncomplete” participants of online academy: 21 

Number of “none” participation of online academy: 30 

Results are based on individual answers from the Kigali academy pre-academy survey made 

by the course organizers. Data used here with permission of the organizers. Due to listed 

names and email address, only an edited image will be shown to preserve the anonymity of 

the students.  
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dis

 

Figure 10: Pre-academy survey result 

The pre-course survey revealed a heterogenic attendee base: hospital data managers, 

doctors, IT professionals, students and government employees were among the numerous 

backgrounds and competencies of the participants. This is likely to be the case for other 

DHIS2 academies to due to the various kinds of users of the system and is something 

planners of courses will need to consider.  
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5.2.2 Post-Academy Survey 

After completing the Kigali Academy participants were contacted through email (addresses 

provided by Academy organizers) and asked to particpate in a post-academy online survey. 

These are the questions and results:  
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The scale went from 1-5, where 1 was “not useful” and 5 “very useful”. 18 students 

answered that it was useful (4) or very useful (5), and no-one answered it was not useful, 

which is as indication that they appreciated the online course. These surveys show that 

students were mostly positive to the Online course, but with more students completing the 

course and participating in the surveys maybe the data would reveal more issues that could 

be improved on. Some issues were pointed out in the interviews performed with a handful 

of students.  

Figure 11: 1 is not useful, 5 is very useful 
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5.3 Qualitative study 

  

The interview sessions were conducted to find out if the online academy was useful for the 

attendees at the on-site Customisation academy. 

 

5.3.1 Group Interview 

 

 The interview participants corroborated the findings of the post-academy survey, as they 

were overall satisfied with taking the Online course. Those from the group interview 

reported that the videos were of “high quality” and having “good voice”, “clear 

presentation” with “good explanations”. They agreed with one another that the pacing of 

the videos was good, and some of them made effective use of the YouTube functionality to 

increase speed to 1.25 times normal. When asked about the new activities/mini quiz 

between certain videos they approved, stating it is “good for revisement”. This follows from 

Papert (1980, p. 26) that actively using material you have just been presented in a task 

enhances the retention of the new material.   

 

 

The participants stated that having the online Fundamentals course as a prerequisite for the 

on-site Customisation course was a good thing, as it helped the students to familiarize 

themselves with DHIS2 and the topics of Customisation.  

 

5.3.2 Individual interview 

 

From the interview with the single participant (which will be called “Daniel”) some 

interesting experiences were noted. He reported that he had completed the entire Online 

Academy Fundamentals course, unlike most of the participants of the Kigali academy. Daniel 
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was very positive to the online course, stating that he would prefer if the level 1 

Customisation course was also an online course. He states:  

It has all the information you need, it has good examples and explanations 

are done very well. And also the platform has features like, you can fast 

forward like do 1.5, based on your ability to listen while they are talking. 

So, it’s a very good platform. 

-Daniel  

 

The participants in the group interview also wished for an online Customisation academy, or 

at least an after-course training where you could continue to practice after completing the 

level 0 Fundamentals course. The Fundamentals course already provides the students with 

continued access to Trainingland and Customisation instances of DHIS2, but the participants 

referred to having more volunteer assignments. Having these extra assignments could 

perhaps help the students to keep the material fresh in their minds, the participants noted.  

  

 

 

 

5.3.3 Criticism and suggestions for improvements 

The respondent“Daniel” also had some constructive criticism: Initially assignment 4 and 5 as 

part of module 4 of the fundamentals course was not graded, and the grade of each student 

did not reflect any work on module 4 at all. He had contacted user support about the issue 

but would have liked faster response time for it.  

 

In the group interview some participants questioned how useful the first survey (pre-course 

survey) in the course was, being concerned that it might not work for those with no prior 

knowledge of DHIS2. The pre-course survey asked for nationality, prior DHIS2 familiarity, 

reason for taking the course, English proficiency, and previous online courses. At the time 

the answer did not seem odd, but in hindsight it makes little sense.  It is possible they were 

confusing it with the 2017 Kigali academy pre-academy survey which included questions 
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about data quality, data elements vs indicators, use of pivot tables and other topics that are 

taught in the Fundamentals course. This might have been confusing for those with no or 

little experience with DHIS2 that had not taken the online Fundamentals course, but very 

useful for the Academy organizers to learn just that, as that could inform them on how much 

Fundamentals concepts they needed to teach before moving on to the more advanced 

Design & Customisation topics.  

 

5.4 Document Analysis 
 

5.4.1 Support Emails 

 

One of the most common topics for the course support email is the simple step of signing up 

and logging in, especially for Trainingland and Customisation instance. Out of a total of 1072 

emails (as of 19.04.2018) for the fundamentals support email, 352 had the keyword 

“Trainingland” in it, 243 “Customisation” and 222 “Customization”. Most of these were 

questions on how to log in, being unable to log in, or difficulty in registration. A few were 

specific questions on assignments using either Trainingland or Customisation instance. 557 

emails had the keyword “account”, which could be related to the problems with logging in.  

Another common topic was a request or question on how to get the Certificate for the 

course – 338 emails. Together these topics make up the majority of support requests – only 

213 emails had none of these keywords, and probably fewer were unrelated due to 

mistyped request (“trainland” etc.).  

The topics that were not related were questions such as how to enroll to the course, general 

question about the contents of the course, and a few questions for specific assignments 

within the course.  

 

2 years later, as per 25.05.2020, 958 out of 2724 emails contain the keyword “certificate”, 

which shows that there is still one of the most common issue the learners have. For 

comparison, 737 emails contain the keyword “trainingland” and 675 for “customisation” and 
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572 for “customization” – note that the latter two numbers are likely to be party from the 

same emails and dialogues due to variant spellings (44% of total combined).  

 

Keywords:  Certificate Trainingland Customisation Customization 

Emails 958 737 675 572 

Total: 2724 
 

35% 27% 24% 20% 

 

5.4.2 Fundamentals Course Discussion Forums 

 

The second source of user support is from the discussion forums within edX as part of the 

fundamentals course. It was not possible to search these the same way as the gmail support 

email account, but after manual counting, we can find 54 with “Trainingland” or similar in 

the topic, 55 about “Customisation”, and 51 about Certificate. The vast majority (uncounted) 

of forum topics is Introduction, where students introduce themselves to each other as part 

of the first step of the course.  

Keywords:  Certificate Trainingland Customisation Introduction 

Forum topics 51 54 55 ?  

 

Some posts by learners were supportive, praising the course or content such as this one:  
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Or this one, from a learner just receiving their certificate:  

 

 

Apart from the topics of signing in, registration and getting the certificate, frequent 

questions (by random order) include:  

• Problem with “unique key required” error message in Customisation when trying to 

create organisation unit groups 

• Problem with GIS when using google earth engine 

• Problem with Pivot table continuously loading 

• Users unable to find their own data in data analytics using Customisation 

• Problem writing interpretations and sharing favorites using the “details” for pivot 

tables as instructed in video.  

 

 

These and similar questions could also be seen in the support email requests.  

 

5.4.3 Computer Supported Cooperative Learning in Online Academy 

 

As noted in chapter 2 “Background” one of the purposes of the Course discussion board was 

to promote cooperation among the students and allowing them to help each other with 
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assignments by giving tips, as well as help from the course support staff. As the results above 

show however, apart from posts with introduction, the most common posts are those that 

ask for technical support or asks for certification. The questions about difficulties with the 

assignments (such as the 5 examples listed above) are seldom if ever responded to by other 

students, expect to ask the same question, thus if they are not answered by someone on the 

Course staff they remain unanswered. This is particularly worrisome as per this date 

(October 2018) there are no notification aid for this edX Course forum to notify Support or 

Course administrators of these questions being asked, and many questions remains 

unanswered.  

There could be a lost opportunity in using CSCL in DHIS2 Online Academy – but it would 

require making that a strategy in the creation of new courses. While some individuals close 

to one another could and have agreed on helping each other in the coursework, to make 

scaffolding for CSCL you need to organize group activities and assignments. Perhaps it would 

be easier for future higher-level online courses in Online Academy, where fewer learners are 

involved, and Academy facilitators could be organizing it like they have done for the regional 

academies.  

 

5.4.4 Common problems and issues from Discussion forum and Support 

Emails 
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 1. Students trying to create organisation unit groups often encountered the error 

message “ERROR: duplicate key value violates unique constraint 

"orgunitgroupset_name_key" 

  Detail: Key (name)=(Hospital) already exists.” See the screenshot below for an example.  
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ERROR: duplicate key value violates unique constraint "orgunitgroupset_name_key" Detail: 

Key (name)=(Hospital) already exists. 

 

This error message tries to inform the user that the name they used (in this case “Hospital”) 

for the organisation unit group set already exist, and thus they need to make a different 

name for it. However not all students are tech-savvy enough to understand this, especially 

because students are unable to view the duplicate in the system - almost all student content 

is set to be “Private”, and thus invisible to other students. This is not a problem for 

organisation units as duplicates are allowed there, but for org unit group sets it confuses 

several students.  

 

2. In this version of Trainingland (Version:2.25 Build revision:9b2e099 Builddate:2017-06-2906:44) the 

Google Earth Engine in GIS app is not working correctly, causing the error message “Code: 409 

Status: Conflict Token not available.” 
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This is an error for all users. Initially this made it impossible to do one of the GIS activities in 

the Fundamentals course, but this activity was removed around March 2018. Students may 

still encounter the error, but no assignment asks them to use the google earth engine, and 

other applications of the GIS app works fine.  

 

3. Pivot table app in Trainingland instance causes issues for some students, where the 

system “hangs” and the loading icon never goes away after entering some input to to the 

table and using the “update” button. This error is not easily recreated, but could occur when 

using an incompatible web browser, for example older Internet Explorer. Asking students to 

try Chrome or Firefox (supported by DHIS2) usually solves the problem.  

 

4. After having used Trainingland instance for data analytics training, the students move on 

to the Customisation assignments in module 4 using the Customisation instance of DHIS2. 

When the required organisation units, data elements and data set has been been created 

and edited by the students, some have tried to open the data analytics apps (Pivot Table, 

Data Visualizer or GIS app) and see the results of the data they entered with the Data Entry 

app into their own Data Set. Students are however not able to see their own data there, due 

the system not updating the database (set under Scheduling in Data Management app). This 

is not needed for any assignments but have caused some confusion on part if the students.  
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5. During the 3.4 Integrated Analysis Activity 2 students are asked to add and review 

descriptions and write interpretations in the Data Visualizer app as shown below:  

  

 

The interface the students see however is different, as the details page has no Edit or Write 

Interpretation button as seen below:  
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As you can see there is edit for sharing or possibility to write interpretation here, instead 

there are “thumbs up” button from Facebook. This is due to a newer version of DHIS2 

Trainingland is in use now than the instructor’s version, which confuses some students.  

 

The edX platform normally allows students to generate their own certificates as soon as 

their progress percentage is at or above the pass grade of a given course. For the DHIS2 

Fundamentals course, however, the Module 4 assignments are mostly done by the student 

in a “blank” DHIS2 database instance called Customisation, which is not reflected in grading 

of the edX Online academy website. Students must mark module 4 as completed and ready 

for grading and due to the nature of the platform are immediately given points for the 

module whether they have successfully finished the assignments or not.  

 

Once the student checkmarks the top option seen above, their score is immediately 

adjusted, possibly giving them the false impression that they have a passing grade when they 

in fact do not. Additionally, the Fundamentals course per October 2018 requires all the 

Module 4 Customisation assignments to be done successfully to qualify for the certificate. 

This means that students who does everything else in the course with a near-perfect grade 

but chooses the bottom option from above and gets 80% or higher score will still not be 
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eligible for the certificate. The Online Academy team has not yet been able to program in a 

solution that allows the users to check their own progress for the module 4 assignments, and 

thus can’t self-generate their certificate as is done in other edX-based courses. Even if the 

OA team could send information from DHIS2 to Online Academy with “result OK”, the edX 

system would not let the students see their certificate in the Progress page 

 

This delay in receiving their certificate was understandably frustrating for the students who 

finished the course early in 2017 and then had to wait several months for it. The first student 

to qualify did so already March 2017, less than 2 weeks after the course opened. As seen in 

the number of support email requests and discussion board posts, the students repeatedly 

asking for their certificates is probably a major contributing factor to the high number of 

support emails being sent with this issue (second only to the students have trouble with 

their accounts). 

 

Above is an example of such an email in this period where the Online Academy was unable 

to offer the students certificates.  

 

This issue was fixed, and certificates were created for the students in the Autumn of 2017, 

and since then new certificates for qualifying students have been generated once every 

week. The technical issues have been fixed by Appsembler and workarounds implemented 

by the OA team - a script is run in DHIS2 that checks every student if they have:  

A: Created Organisation units 

B: Assigned their org unit children to their assigned data sets (one per student) 

C: Entered data into their data set.  
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Any number in any period and Data Element field works, but only the lowest level (facility) is 

checked. Students who have registered for a Customisation account but have not started the 

assignments of module 4 will fail the first check. The students failing the second check might 

not yet have finished creating the lowest level of org unit as instructed, or not yet edited and 

set up their Data Set properly. Despite being specifically instructed to enter data into their 

data set about 140 students have failed to do so as per 2018/10/15. They may have missed 

the instruction or have difficulty of trying to enter data into a period where their org unit is 

closed, as noted in the examples reported by students from the discussion boards.    
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6. Discussion 

Topics for discussion includes the relative success of the Fundamentals course, the 

experiences of its implementation, the feedback and criticism from students, the choices 

made by the facilitators when launching it, and the road ahead. Can the DHIS2 Online 

academy become a massive open online course? (MOOC).  

 

6.1 Evaluating Online Academy based on Kigali 2017 on-site 

academy student feedback 

 

A problem with the 2017 Kigali academy lies in the fact that many of the academy 

participants did not complete the Online Fundamentals course, and a few just registered and 

did not in fact even begin the course. All in all, despite listed as a prerequisite the online 

course was no necessary to complete the Customisation course, as all 60 attendees was 

granted the certificate at the end of the course. This may in fact be true of all the on-site 

courses, due to the attendance fee and pressure from external organizations and leadership 

for the student to complete the course. If the course organizers allowed students to attend 

despite lacking a required course and then had to fail those students, it may have been 

detrimental to the reputation of DHIS2 Academies as well as the failing students. The online 

fundamentals course could therefore be considered a recommended rather than required 

course for attending the 2017 Kigali academy. Future academies at level 1 may be designed 

with the premise that all the students have taken the online fundamentals course, as by that 

time the Online Academy will be better known and tested among potential students to make 

it a prerequisite.  

 

6.2 Experiences with implementing the Fundamentals course 

using edX platform– pros and cons.  
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The Online Fundamentals course has been made using the edX platform from Appsembler, 

an “online learning destination and MOOC provider” founded by the prestigious academic 

institutions Harvard University and MIT in 2012 (edX About Us). 

Like DHIS2 itself it is both non-profit and open source, the cost of implementation is the 

work hours invested by the UiO itself for the organisation, implementation and 

upkeep/support of the course. An advantage with the system is that administrators can 

easily and quickly change the content text of the course, based on feedback from students 

and the support cases reported by them, while the course is still open. Of course, changes 

should not be made too often as the students should expect to find their content at the 

same place they have seen earlier, and major changes should be reserved for periods of 

maintenance while the course is closed for updates and no new students can sign on. One 

problem with relying on a third-party platform such as edX is in the case of a technical error 

in the software itself. In June 2017, about 3 months after the launch of the Online Academy, 

students who had finished the Fundamentals course had not yet received their certificates. 

The plan as stated by the course organizer Matthieu Pinard was to give out certificates en 

masse after the first 6 weeks, and then to reopen the course later. However, due to the 

massive interest and new students signing up for the course in this period, as well as the 

requirement of finishing the online Fundamentals course before attending the on-site 

academies during the Summer of 2017, it was decided to extend the course by 6 more 

weeks, which affected the production of the certificates:  

 

We initially designed this course as a self-paced course and opened for 6 

weeks. The eligible students were meant to receive a completion certificate 

at the end of the course. 

Due to the success of this DHIS2 Fundamentals course, we decided to open 

it for more than 6 weeks and allow new students to enroll and complete. 

This has an impact on the generation of your certificates. 

As we don't want you to wait until the updated end date of the course, we 

are currently implementing a solution to generate individual certificates 

upon completion. This means that soon all the students who have 
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completed the course will receive an email with a unique link to access their 

certificate. 

Matthieu Pinard 2017, message to the students posted on Online Academy main page.  

 

Unfortunately, it took several months before the students received their certificates due to 

different technical issues from the platform provider Appsembler:  

 

Here is the explanation for the delayed release of certificates:  there is a known issue with 

Open edX that notification of student certificates will not show up on a student’s dashboard. 

This is an issue since Open edX switched from PDF to HTML-based certificates. Also, there 

appears to be another issue we had not previously encountered—if you don’t allow self-

generated certificates, the Progress page will also not show a link to View the certificate. 

 

Appsembler is both working on it and finding an alternative. 

Matthieu Pinard, June 2017, Online messaging to Online Academy staff.  

 

 

6.3 The Pros and Cons of eLearning for DHIS2  

 

DHIS2 Online Academy Fundamentals utilizes eLearning in the sense that it is an online 

course used on a computer. The students and instructors never meet, the entirety of 

communication between them is online. Students that enroll in the course explore the 

course content at their own pace, learning from videos made by instructors that uses 

speech, text, and visualizations of the system to be taught. The course is broken up into 

chunks, with several short videos explaining different aspects of the topic, and with a few 

quizzes or activities interspersed to offer the student some time to reflect on what is taught, 

revise, and use the material in a practical way.  
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This method for evaluating and grading the students is hardly perfect - the students are 

unable to check their own progress with module 4 or if they qualify or not as that 

information is available only to the OA staff, and need to either wait for the certificate to be 

listed in the Progress section or email the support to ask for their certificate, whereupon the 

support staff needs to create a report in DHIS2 to check their status. Creating the report 

takes quite some time - often 20 minutes or more as the script checks all the students every 

time. Due to the work involved, the grading is done once per week (Mondays) by the course 

organizer, so students who finish their assignments may have to wait up to a week to receive 

their certificate - ideally, they would be able to create it as soon as they finish.  

 

6.4 The digital divide and DHIS2  

There are several advantages with Online Learning over traditional education, however one 

issue remains: Who can benefit from it? The Digital Divide refers to which part of the 

population have access to computers and stable Internet - both globally and nationally.  

 

In wealthy countries such as Norway, 98% of the population have access to the Internet from 

their home (Norwegian Statistics Bureau SSB,2019). However, in the Least Developed 

Countries (LCDs) only 1 in 5 people have access to Internet (UNCTD Coronavirus reveals need 

to bridge the digital divide, 2020). Within countries such as the USA, poor, elderly, rural or 

handicapped people have less access to computers and the Internet, while wealthy, middle 

class, and younger generation living in urban or sub-urban area have better access. While 

the former may already have had better access to education in general, the Coronavirus 

Pandemic of 2020 and following lockdown may exacerbate the situation, widening the 

Digital Divide as more fall by the wayside regarding their education and training.  

 

For the DHIS2 Academies, the 2020 Coronavirus pandemic has resulted in postponement all 

on-site training until further notice (as of 14.05.2020), while the DHIS2 Online Fundamentals 

course is still running. While the latter requires Internet connection and the former 

technically does not, it should be noted that the time spent, attendance fee and travel 

expenses (often international travel) involved meant that far fewer of DHIS2 users and 
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future users could attend an on-site DHIS2 Academy than who could sign up and complete 

the Online Fundamentals course, which is free and requires at least partial Internet access. 

Not everyone can access the DHIS Fundamentals course databases regularly: One student 

requested asked the course team for DHIS2 software to be sent over email so that an offline 

version of DHIS2 could be used in their remote village for training purposes, which shows 

that not all DHIS2 students have steady internet access: 

  

 

Figure 12:Student requesting DHIS2 software 
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7. Conclusion and Suggestions for improvement 

In this chapter we look back at the research questions presented in Chapter 1: Introduction, 

and what conclusions can be made from the previous heuristic analysis, the answers from 

the interviews of Fundamental course users, and user support emails received and 

presented in chapter 5: Results and Analysis.  

7.1 Conclusion 

 

7.1.1 Does the Online Fundamentals course facilitate for the learning of 

necessary practical and theoretical skills for the higher-level on-site courses? 

 

From our results in chapter 5, the participants in the after-course survey of students that 

had completed or started with Online Academy Fundamentals course before participating in 

the Kigali 2017 Design & Customisation DHIS Academy answered that the Fundamentals 

course had been 5 (73%) or 4 (21%), respectively, on a scale of 1-5 where 1 is “not useful” 

and 5 is “very useful”. Clearly these students were positive to the Fundamentals course, 

however only 50% of the Academy participants ever registered and started the Online 

course, and of those only 10% finished the whole course. Despite their lack of this Online 

Fundamentals course, the other half were also able to complete and receive their certificate 

for the Design & Customization Academy. The interviews conducted at the Kigali Academy 

corroborates the sentiment that the students were satisfied with the online course, pointing 

out that it had “high quality” videos, good pacing, “good explanations” and “clear”. One of 

them who had completed the entire online course also expressed a wish for the Design & 

Customisation Academy to be done entirely online.   

 

Most of the students that did not take the online Fundamentals course either had not known 

about it beforehand or did not have time to start it before going to the on-site Kigali 

academy. Due to the recent launch of DHIS2 Online Academy, the DHIS2 Academy was in a 

transitional phase and thus the Kigali Academy organizers did not require completion of the 

online course as there was little time between the launch of the online course and the 

planning of the on-site academy. Instead, the organizers prepared introductions to DHIS2 for 
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the on-site academy so that no students would be unprepared for the Design & 

Customisation content taught in the Academy. This does not invalidate the usefulness of 

Online Academy for later on-site regional DHIS2 Academies, which have required completion 

of the online Fundamentals course to be able to attend them, or completion of a DHIS2 

Academy.  

 

From this the answer to the first research question is “yes”, but with a caveat that users 

from later regional DHIS2 academies should be surveyed or interviewed to confirm these 

results.  

 

7.1.2 Is the implementation of the online course a benefit to the DHIS2 

community? 

 

Before the introduction of the DHIS2 Online Academy Fundamentals course, the DHIS2 

Academy offered on-site Fundamentals training, such as the 2016 Kampala Academy as 

referenced in the Introduction chapter. While numbers for these on-site academies were 

normally between 40-80 participants, the 2016 Kampala Academy for Fundamentals had 120 

participants, which was celebrated as a large number of participants.  

 

In comparison to the 2017-2019 numbers for the Online Fundamentals course was nearly 

5054 learners from 102 countries, while the on-site DHIS2 Academy had since its inception 

80 DHIS2 academies conducted, training nearly 4500 learners as of March 2019. Note that 

these include all the topics and levels, not just the Fundamentals like the Online Academy 

has done.  

 

With a goal to increase the number of people who can learn DHIS2, then clearly the online 

course has been a success and great benefit for the DHIS2 community.  

 

Yet quantity is not everything, quality is important to ensure competency and to lay the 

foundations for learners to become DHIS2 Experts. How do we measure the quality of 

training the online fundamentals course provides? Quantitatively, the answers to the 
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previous research question also applies here; almost all the learners that engaged with the 

online course before attending the on-site academy reported that it was useful or very 

useful for the Academy. The fact that so many potential learners have signed up (more than 

12,000 as per 18.05.2020) indicates that the course remains popular and a benefit to the 

DHIS2 community.  

 

Qualitatively, the 2017 Kigali academy students who were interviewed regarded the online 

course positively, with descriptions such as: “high quality” and having “good voice”, “clear 

presentation” with “good explanations” as noted in the Results chapter. This shows that the 

online course has been able to reach more learners yet retain much of the quality of the 

previous on-site introductionary academies, which is a net advantage for the DHIS2 

community.  

7.1.3 What aspects of the online course are the students satisfied with, and 

which can be improved? 

From the Results chapter interviews, among the aspects of the online Fundamentals course, 

the students were particularly satisfied with the videos and presentations. They described it 

as having “high quality videos”, presentations having “good voice” and “clear presentation”. 

When asked about the pacing of the videos they stated it was good, although some used 

video options to increase speed to 1.25 times or even 1.5t times normal. The optional mini 

quizzes, added to the course after the initial pilot test, were also described as “good for 

revisement”. The student “Daniel”, that had finished the whole course, described it as 

having all the information you need, good examples and explanations, and (the course 

having) a very good platform.  

 

The DHIS2 Online academy and Fundamentals-support email as well as the course discussion 

forum has collected various feedback from learners and prospective learners, both positive 

and negative about the course and specific features and issues. While most of the emails and 

forum posts are from learners having technical difficulty or asking for their certificate, some 

are thankful or praising the course, calling the videos “informative” and the training “exiting” 

(see screenshots in the Results chapter). Most students however, after receiving their 

certificate did not give feedback at all.  
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There is clearly room for improvement in how the online course handles grading of the 

Customisation module, and specifically how the final grading and certification is done. Too 

many learners have struggled with earning the certificate because they did not know that 

they had errors in the Customisation module, and had to contact course support to receive 

the necessary feedback to improve their work and earn the certificate. 

Several learners have asked for more advanced modules and more courses that continues 

where the Fundamentals course left off; as of today (2020) all courses above the 

Fundamentals level are on-site regional courses that often requires travel expenses and 

academy fees that not everyone can afford.   

 

7.1.4 To what degree does the online course conform to heuristic standards for 

eLearning or Online Learning? 

The online course follows recommended guidelines regarding the multimedia and coherence 

principles: No distracting audio or images, and lecture audio combined with tutorial video. 

There is segmentation of material, but still contains videos that are longer than the 

recommended 6 minutes. In the cases of shorter videos, these are simply split in part rather 

than created to present material in 6 minutes, and as such might not have the desired effect 

to increase learner engagement. It should be noted however that learners have expressed 

satisfaction with video length and presentation so far – but without new shorter videos to 

compare with there are no other point of reference. To discover if tutorial/lecture videos 

made to conform to the recommended 6 minutes maximum are more engaging, new 

courses will have to be made with this standard and then examining learner satisfaction.  

Personalized language and lack of redundancy of text and audio is consistent with the 

recommendations, yet also opens for subtitles in the YouTube videos for those who have 

trouble understanding the spoken English.  

 

7.2 Suggestions for improvement to the DHIS2 Online Academy 

These suggestions are based on feedback from learners, support emails, and personal 

experience with the DHIS Online Acdemy.  
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7.2.1 Add functionality to the edX course for learners to check their 

Customisation assignment status 

The number one concern of Fundamentals course learners has been to receive their 

certificate. Currently, participants in the course are unable to check their own progress of 

the Customisation module, which is mandatory for the succesful completion of the 

Fundamentals course. I propose to add functionality to this section that allows learners to 

have the system check their Customisation assignments in the DHIS2 Customisation 

instance, and report back to them any missing part of error. This could be a button at the 

end of the Customisation module that runs a script to check their own assignments only, and 

then report back either within edX platform or possibly an automated email response that 

could show the 3 common errors:  

1. No organisation units have been created 

“Please use the organisation unit tool (Maintenance app) to create your own organisation 

units as shown in Assignment 4.3.1, with the indicated hierarchy of organisation unit 

children” 

 

2. Data set has not been assigned organisation unit children 

“Please make sure your default data set have added the correct organisation unit children – 

DHIS2 data is always entered at the Facility level in the hierarchy” 

 

3. No data values added to data set 

“Please make sure you are able to write data into the fields using the Data Entry app. You 

may have to edit the relevant organisation unit and change the opening date so that it at 

least 30 days before the month you want to enter data. This is the last check to have your 

Customisation assignments completed successfully. “ 

 

If the script does not show any of these errors, the report could simply state:  

 “Congratulations! You have successfully completed the Customisation assignements 

of module 4. Please keep in mind you still require at least 80% grade for the rest of the 

course, keep on the good work!” 
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7.2.2 Separate problematic parts from the Fundamentals course into its own 

mini course 

Since module 4 is the most problematic and challenging for learners to complete 

successfully, an option could be to remove it from the Fundamentals course complately, and 

offer it as a side course or add-on module for those who require it or wish to take it. This 

module is meant for learners who needs to learn how to Design and Customize DHIS2 from 

the ground up, which is only a fraction of DHIS2 users, yet many health personnel are 

required by their employers to complete the DHIS2 Fundamentals course. You could also do 

the same with other parts of the course such as Data Analysis and Tracker modules but we 

have received very few requests for help on them from learners, and assignments there are 

automatically graded in the edX platform after the users validate their assignments.  

 

Note that such a change requires and update to the requirements for on-site DHIS2 

academies – the DHIS2 Design & Customisation regional Academy in particular. It could also 

give an opportunity to expand on the current material the the Customisation module, as it 

would not longer be intended for the average course participant. It may also possible to 

introduce non-binary grading of the module, with a specified % of success needed for 

passing the mini course, although it is difficult to grade customisation assignments without 

having a teacher manually check data structures, naming conventions etc. A larger focus on 

quizzes could do this, but that takes away the practical nature of DHIS2 Customisation 

design.  

 

7.2.3 Minor Suggestions 

1. Inform the learners how their course work will be evaluated and how their certifcate 

will be delivered, and that it takes up to a week for it to be ready in the Progress 

section. Some learners expect the certificate to be ready for them as soon as they 

finish the last assignments and have 80% or higher score. A good location for this 

reminder is at the top of the Progress section of the course, the same place the 

Certificate notification will be when it is ready.  
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2. Warn the students not to edit their registered email for Customisation instance. 

When requesting an account for Trainingland or Customisation instances the course 

automatically register them with the same email address the learner registered with 

for Online Academy. This email address needs to be identical to their Online 

Academy registered email for the validation script to run properly and connect their 

Customisation work to their Online Academy account.  

 

3. Online Academy should automatically set the learner username for Trainingland and 

Customisation instances the same as their registered email address.  

A common problem for learners has been forgetting their username and password 

for the two DHIS2 instances. When they tried to reset password DHIS2 requires 

username, not email address, and this username is easy to forget by learners, and are 

in many cases different from the username for Online Academy or even each 

instance. By forcing the usernames to be identical to the learner’s email address they 

will be able to reset their password without having to ask Course Support for help, as 

they remember their own email address. The quicker the learner can reset their login 

details and get back to the course work the better.  

4. Learners should not be able to change their registered email address for 

Customisation instance, as changing it means the system will not properly check their 

work and link it to their Online Academy account. This overlaps with point “2.” but is 

a potentially better solution than simply a warning if it can be done without issues.  

5. For Activities, notify learners that their results may differ from the instructor’s 

examples due to settings such as “last quarter” being different relative to the time 

the check it made. Some Activites for learners between tutorial videos in the course 

contain data from Trainingland instance and uses settings such as “last quarter” or 

“last 4 years”. However the time checked is based on when the teacher used the 

analytical tool (such as Pivot Table app), while the learner may find that his data is 

different from the shown example, or even empty (the data sets in Trainingland 

contain no data for periods after it’s creation). This difference in data may confuse 

learners and make them think they have done something incorrectly, unless 

informed otherwise.  
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 9. Appendix 

 

Figure 4: Participants by country 
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Figure 5: Module 2 learner satisfaction 
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Figure 6: Module 4 learner satisfaction 
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